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Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell is Renominated for a Second Term
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Federal Reserve Balance Sheet

$tn Fed Balance Sheet Has Grown to Almost $9 Trillion

• President Biden announced Monday morning that Jerome Powell will remain the Federal Reserve (Fed) Chairman for a second four-year term and that Fed

Governor Lael Brainard was nominated as vice chair; Powell’s Senate confirmation is expected to be smooth given bipartisan support over his first term

• Fed Chair Powell steered the economy through the pandemic by flooding the market with liquidity and providing additional support to calm nerves

• Expanded the Fed balance sheet more than former Fed Chair’s Bernanke and Yellen combined

• Quickly moved to zero-bound rates and began purchasing corporate securities for the first time ever

• Powell has overseen several historic shifts in Fed policy, including the introduction of flexible average inflation targeting (FAIT)

• Powell’s second term will be very different from his first - the focus will be on reducing monetary support while maintaining economic growth and keeping

inflation under control; although inflation has hit a 30 year high, Powell continues to believe it is transitory in nature and should subside as the pandemic eases

• At IR+M, we believe Fed Chair Powell’s renomination provides continuity for the markets amidst the fastest growing inflation in decades and the ongoing

effects of the pandemic
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Inflation Had the Highest Year-Over-Year Increase Since 1990 %


